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Source Pack: 

Source 1: “The Phoenix Indian School, 1896 [Newspaper Article],” in Children and Youth in History, Item #295, 

http://chnm.gmu.edu/cy/primary-sources/295 (accessed September 16, 2013). Annotated by Susan Douglass 

Phoenix, Arizona, July 4 – The largest Indian school in the Southwest and the second largest in the Union is that in the Salt River Valley, 

near this place. It is unique in several respects. It is patronized by the Apaches, the Pimas, and the Maricopahs, who have until the past 

two years been the most lawless, intractable, and savage tribes Uncle Sam has had to deal with. 

The fifty-seven Pima and Apache girls in the school under the supervision of the matron, learn to cook, wash, sew, and perform all other 

household duties, in addition to their study of the English language. The superintendent of the school finds the Indian girls less tractable to 

book learning than the boys, but they have a zeal for neatness in sewing and knitting that is astonishing. Very few of the girls have any 

taste for arithmetic and the forms of language, but they love to execute brightly colored maps and to draw. They are always much more 

reserved and diffident than their red-skinned brothers. The boys are handsome fellows, from fourteen to twenty-one years of age, and 

during certain hours of the day they are compelled to attend to the duties of the farm. They do not do this reluctantly, as one might 

suppose, but with good will and an apparent anxiety to learn. They are dressed in uniform, their hair kept closely trimmed, and they show 

their appreciation of the change from almost absolute nudity by keeping their shoes polished and their clothes nicely brushed. In the 

classroom they excel in arithmetic and spelling, and any exercise that brings the blackboards into use wins their attention. Strange as it 

may appear, they have not the least liking for exercising in the gymnasium, but in out-of-door sports, such as running races, leaping, and 

vaulting, they are very proficient. 

A recent visit to the Indian school was a revelation in some respects. The writer has known the Pima Indians on their reservation as a 

fierce, sullen, obstinate, and cruel lot of savages, with a record second to not even the Apaches for horrible butcheries of white settlers and 

unspeakable barbarities upon their enemies in warfare. It was therefore a surprise to see over 150 of the boys and girls of these desert 

savages come marching into the chapel with military precision, dressed in handsome, neat-fitting garments, wearing linen shirts, and with 

their hair brushed with as much nicety as that of a city dude. 

The surprise did not end there. When the opening hymn was announced one of Apache girls that five months before was running wild on 

the desert south of the Gila readily turned to the number, and, handing the writer the book, asked in good English if he would not take part 

with them. 

Some of them sing splendidly, and Prof. Rich, the Superintendent of the school, says that they are natural musicians. Several of the 

younger ones have learned to play the organ, and with the French harp they will make an average city gamin ashamed of himself. Hugh 

Patten, one of the monitors, plays the piano very well, having picked the accomplishment up without any instruction, only being aided by 

his natural aptitude for music. This Indian is a peculiarity in Indian life. Some years ago he learned the English language, and acted as an 

interpreter from that time till the opening of the school, which he entered, where he has since remained. He discarded his Indian name and 

assumed an English one, and in the three years he has acquired a good English education. He is of medium size, rather dark, but with the 

prepossessing appearance of a student. He has done much to induce his people to adopt civilization, and is, of course, a warm friend of the 

school. 

 

Footnote: New York Times. "The Phoenix Indian School, 1896 [Newspaper Article]," in Children and Youth in History, Item #295, 

http://chnm.gmu.edu/cyh/primary-sources/295  (accessed November 28, 2012). Annotated by Susan Douglass 

Bibliography: New York Times. "The Phoenix Indian School, 1896 [Newspaper Article]," in Children and Youth in History, Item #295, 

http://chnm.gmu.edu/cyh/primary-sources/295  (accessed November 28, 2012). Annotated by Susan Douglass 
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Source 2:  Excerpts taken from “Peaceably if They Will, Forcibly if They Must: The Phoenix Indian School, 1890-1901” Robert A. 

Trennert, The Journal of Arizona History, Autumn, 1979 

The most popular aspect of the school for Phoenix residents proved to be the outing system, which became popular in 1893… Indian 

students provided valley residents with inexpensive labor… In any given year one to two hundred students participated in the program.  

Boys for the most part were used as common laborers and field hands, although some who had received training in a special skills might 

be utilized as carpenters and bricklayers… Female students invariably worked as domestics.  Demand for young women trained in 

household duties always exceeded supply.  Indian girls were extremely reliable, closely supervised and inexpensive.  Depending on the 

circumstances, these servants were either paid small wage or simply provided with room and bored… Under such circumstances, it is 

little wonder that Phoenicians were pleased with the school. 

The other economic benefit of the school came with the ever increasing federal expenditures.  Although many class supplies same from 

outside vendors, the school purchased some goods locally, maintained a large payroll and used Phoenix contractors for all construction.  

For these reasons alone, some residents continually advocated enlarging the institution. 

…Phoenicians also focused on it as a source of community pride.  The school in turn gave back to the city an incredible amount of free 

entertainment – a highly valuable commodity that helped relieve the boredom of isolated Phoenix residents…The memorial exercises at 

the end of the school year quickly became an annual social affair.  The 1894 program reportedly attracted a thousand visitors.  Guests 

were treated to a tour of the buildings and a program of musical selections provided by a group of `neatly attired’ Indian boys and girls.  

The audience thoroughly appreciated the show and emerged convinced the school was `accomplishing a great and good work’. 

 

Footnote: Robert A. Trennert. Excerpts taken from “Peaceably if They Will, Forcibly if They Must: The Phoenix Indian School, 1890-

1901”, The Journal of Arizona History, Autumn, 1979 

Bibliography: Trennert, Robert A. Excerpts taken from “Peaceably if They Will, Forcibly if They Must: The Phoenix Indian School, 

1890-1901”, The Journal of Arizona History, Autumn, 1979 
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Source 3:  Maps of Phoenix Indian School over time  

Footnote: 

USGS 

Phoenix. "War 

Memorial Site 

Plan-1895". 

Arizona State 

University/Nat

ional Park 

Service, 1952.  

Bibliography: 

USGS 

Phoenix. "War 

Memorial Site 

Plan-1895". 

Arizona State 

University/Nat

ional Park 

Service, 1952. 
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Footnote: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1916". Arizona State University/National Park Service, 1914.  

Bibliography: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1916". Arizona State University/National Park Service, 1914. 
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Footnote: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1934". Arizona State University/National Park Service, 1934. 

Bibliography: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1934". Arizona State University/National Park Service, 1934.    
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Footnote: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1965". Arizona State University/National Park Service. 

Bibliography: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1965". Arizona State University/National Park Service.    
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Footnote: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1988". Arizona State University/National Park Service, 1988. 

Bibliography: USGS Phoenix. "Indian School Site Plan-1988". Arizona State University/National Park Service, 1988.    
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Footnote: Appendix: Image A 

Source 4Source 4Source 4Source 4: Phoenix Indian School, pictures 
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Source 5Source 5Source 5Source 5: The Phoenix Redskin, September 26, 1931, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona State University. 

 

     

Footnote:    The Phoenix Redskin, "Cover". September 26, 1931, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona State 

University. 

Bibliography: The Phoenix Redskin, "Cover". September 26, 1931, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona State 

University.
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Footnote:    The Phoenix Redskin, "An Explination". September 26, 1931, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona 

State University. 

Bibliography: The Phoenix Redskin, "An Explination". September 26, 1931, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, 

Arizona State University.   
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Source 6Source 6Source 6Source 6: The Phoenix Redskin, February 15, 1942, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona State University. 

    

Footnote:    The Phoenix Redskin, "Memorial Hall". February 15, 1942, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona State 

University. 

Bibliography: The Phoenix Redskin, "Memorial Hall". February 15, 1942, accessed September 17, 2014, Hayden Library, Arizona 

State University. 
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Source 7Source 7Source 7Source 7: “The Time Between” from informational signage in Steele Indian School Park 

In the later part of the 19th century, the Bureau of Indian Affairs wanted to give Native American children the opportunity to 

interact and become part of the larger American culture.  With that goal in mind, Phoenix Indian School was founded in 1891 as 

the United States Industrial School of Phoenix.  Students came to Phoenix from throughout the country, but Arizona was home to 

the majority.  Located three miles north of Phoenix city limits, it was the BIA’s second largest off reservation school for Native 

American youngsters. 

Footnote and Bibliography:    “The Time Between” from informational signage in Steele Indian School Park    

Source 8Source 8Source 8Source 8: Phoenix Indian School, The Second Half-Century, pp. 8, 15, 34; Not for School But for Life, Lessons from the Historical 

Archeology of the Phoenix Indian School, pp. 4, 5, 17, 18, 32; The Phoenix Indian School Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-

1935, pp. 44, 48, 79, 91, 132 

Life on the Phoenix Indian School campus – from dormitories to the simple act of going from one building to another – brought 

students into contact with ideas and practices they never encountered on the reservation.  Virtually every aspect of life at the 

school was new to them. 

Changes were immediate for new arrivals.  They received uniforms and quickly learned that their lives would be highly 

regimented, military style.  Discipline kept the school running like clockwork for decades.  A shrill blast from a steam whistle 

awakened students early in the morning.  They marched everywhere they went and practiced army drills whenever possible.  The 

military aspect of the school ended in the mid-1930’s and the whistle was silenced in 1963. 

Footnote: Owen Lindauer. "Not for School, but for Life: Lessons from the Historical Archaeology of the Phoenix Indian School". 

(Ocrm Report No. 95). Office of Cultural Resources (January, 1998).  

Bibliography: Lindauer, Owen. "Not for School, but for Life: Lessons from the Historical Archaeology of the Phoenix Indian 

School". (Ocrm Report No. 95). Office of Cultural Resources (January, 1998).  

Source 9Source 9Source 9Source 9: “Sowing the Seed” from informational signage in Steele Indian School Park 

In its early days, Phoenix Indian School focused on vocational training.  Always mindful of its mission to help Native American 

students become a part of American culture, the school offered the opportunity to develop skills for employment outside the 

reservation.  Academic courses focused on the basic fundamentals and the more abstract skills of the school’s various programs.  

There was an abundance of vocational courses.  Male students were trained in carpentry, electrical work, blacksmithing, masonry, 

painting, shoe making, tailoring, auto mechanics, printing, baking, agriculture and animal husbandry.  Female students were 

generally offered courses in domestic skills – sewing, cleaning, cooking and nursing.  Girls also tended to the kitchen garden. 

Footnote and Bibliography:    “Sowing the Seed” from informational signage in Steele Indian School Park    

Source 10Source 10Source 10Source 10: Phoenix Indian School, the Second Half-Century, pp.12, 15, 31, 38, 39, 48; The Phoenix Indian School, Forced 

Assimilation in Arizona 1891-1935, pp. 199, 202 

In the 1930’s, the curriculum at off-reservation schools also began to include traditional Native American lifestyles.  Students from 

various tribes prepared exhibits and materials on their own tribe for classroom use.  In 1947, a Special Navajo Program was 

established at the Phoenix school to give Navajo youths a five-year crash course in basic academic skills.  Some of the students 

progressed rapidly and transferred to the regular academic program to receive their high school diplomas.  Part of the success of 

the program can be attributed to the innovative teaching techniques, such as using bilingual teaching teams. 

For the first 40 years of its existence, Phoenix Indian School adhered to a policy of providing primarily a vocational education to 

prepare Native American pupils for entry into mainstream American society.  But that changed in the 1930’s when federal policy 

on Indian education began to emphasize academics.  Although the school remained committed to a certain level of vocational 

training, by 1935 it had a standard high school curriculum with courses in English, general science and biology, history, 

economics, mathematics and geography.  Eventually, it eliminated grades to transform itself into a junior and senior high school.  

By the 1950’s, the federal government was emphasizing college for Indian students and all Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding 
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schools were urged to upgrade their curriculum to prepare students for college entry.  Courses in algebra, the physical sciences 

and architectural drafting were encouraged.  Tuition loans were available through the BIA.  Many Phoenix students heeded this 

call and the nation’s first chapter of the National Honors Society at a BIA school was established on the Phoenix campus. 

Footnote: Robert A. Trennert, Jr. "The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935". Journal of 

Anthropological Research. Vol. 45, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 333-335. 

Bibliography: Trennert, Robert A. Jr. "The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935". Journal of 

Anthropological Research. Vol. 45, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 333-335. 

Source 11Source 11Source 11Source 11: From the Informational sign “Stars and Stripes” in Steele Indian School Park.  Not for School But for Life, Lessons from 

the Historical Archaeology of the Phoenix Indian School, pp. 17; The Phoenix Indian School, Forced Assimilation in Arizona 1891-

1935, pp. 116, 160, 161 

Because of its military emphasis, in the early years, Phoenix Indian School’s students were required to march everywhere they 

went on campus.  They even marched in their spare time.  Boys and girls were organized into army-like units and drilled in 

elaborate marching routines with older boys shouldering real rifles and younger boys carrying wooden weapons.  In time, the 

school formed a drill corps.  Its members wore uniforms, learned military drill routines and followed a strict regimen.  Some 

members, often girls, were delegated as officers to enforce school rules.  The drill corps was trained to perform for the public.  For 

example, visitors from Phoenix were entertained at elaborate flag-raising ceremonies that were conducted in close-order drill and 

accompanied by a military band.  A company of boys from the school drilled with the Arizona National Guard.  In 1912, they and 

former students living in or near Phoenix were attached to the 158th Infantry as the all-Indian Company F.  It was the first such 

Indian militia unit in the nation.  When President Wilson declared war on Germany in 1917, the school’s students felt a wave of 

patriotism even though they were not legally considered U.S. citizens.  To show their support, large numbers of pupils form 

Company F volunteered for the Army or Navy.  The 158th Infantry reached the front lines and two students died in action. Native 

American support throughout World War I resulted in all Indians receiving citizenship in 1924. 

Footnote and Bibliography: From the Informational sign “Stars and Stripes” in Steele Indian School Park. 

Source 12Source 12Source 12Source 12: From the informational sign “Bright Days, Parades and Festivals” in Steele Indian School Park 

The school was more than an educational institution.  It was the source of entertainment for students and Phoenix residents alike. 

For many years, Phoenix Indian School was the center of community social life.  It was a tourist attraction that offered a vast 

amount of free entertainment, something greatly appreciated by bored, isolated Phoenicians.  The school’s manicured grounds, 

fountains and shaded walks were a stark contrast to the desert and the campus attracted a large number of visitors. 

A nativity pageant debuted in 1941 and became a tradition for the school and Phoenix that lasted more than 30 years.  An annual 

open house for students and their families started in 1949 and was so popular that some tribes chartered buses to bring entire 

families to the campus.  Some years, more than a thousand people attended. 

There were carnivals, parades and fairs.  In the 1920’s and 1930’s, the school band presented regular Sunday afternoon concerts.   

The annual winter carnival boasted a grand parade with a frontier theme, the band, marching battalions of boys and girls, a drum 

corps and student floats.  Memorial exercises at the end of the school year were an important social affair in the school’s early 

days.  Guests were treated to decorated buildings, flower arrangements and grounds lighted with lamps and Chinese lanterns.  

After a tour, visitors listened to a program of musical selections. 

Footnote and Bibliography: From the informational sign “Bright Days, Parades and Festivals” in Steele Indian School Park 

Source 13Source 13Source 13Source 13: “I Have Spoken” from informational sign in Steele Indian School Park 

I am PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL the pride of many Native American tribes, the first Americans of our beloved land.  I may be old in 

the man-calculated years (ninety-nine, they say), but I could have live another century or two without complaining of aches and 

pains, of dimming sight or failing memory. 
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The many activities on my campus made life interesting and full of spirit throughout those ninety-nine years.  I recall our band 

who traveled to many places and marched in many parades.  The Rose Bowl, no less, and winning a prize there!  Basketball games, 

football games, the cheering, the heartbreak losses, all come back to me now. 

On my campus, in the foyer of Memorial Hall, you will see photographs of thirteen former students enrolled in the Phoenix Indian 

High School Hall of Fame.  They are honored for their contributions to society and their fellow men as well as their Indian Tribes. 

In the Memorial Auditorium, where many enjoyed a romantic formal dance or a jumping sock-hop; where laughter echoed back 

and forth between the walls; where solemn nativity had the people of Phoenix jamming into the building standing room only; 

where many a tear was shed at graduation; here we met once more at an alumni dance to recall moments of the past. 

And now the music has died down, the lights are turned off for the last time.  Now the campus is sleeping, never to be awakened 

by young voices laughing and talking again.  Now the time has come to part, the time for weeping sadly, and quietly.  For this end 

is nothing like the times before.  This is very final.  Wherever you go I’ll like in your memories.  Let the memories we shared and 

lived be tucked away in the corner s of your minds, to borrow now and then for a nostalgic trip into the past.  This will prolong my 

life long after they have plowed my grounds and all that is left is a street with my name on it.  My life will live on in each of you. 

Footnote and Bibliography: “I Have Spoken” from informational sign in Steele Indian School Park    

Source 14Source 14Source 14Source 14:  Closing of the school 

Then, in 1969, a Senate report castigated Indian education, finding that nearly a third of Navajo children were functionally 

illiterate and the Indian dropout rate was twice the national average.  By the `70’s, the national mood was to revamp educational 

programs, permit Indian `self-determination’ and concentrate federal school efforts on the reservations.  In 1982, the Reagan 

administration announced that off-reservation schools, including the Phoenix Indian School, would be phased out for economic 

reasons. 

Footnote: Jerry Eaton, “Phoenix Indian School”, Arizona Highways, May, 1989. 

Bibliograpy: Eaton, Jerry. “Phoenix Indian School”, Arizona Highways, May, 1989. 

By 1960, Phoenix Indian School has become a high school.  Enrollment would fluctuate throughout the school’s history with 

thousands attending.  However, attendance declined significantly in the late 1980’s as reservation schools became more popular.  

The last graduation ceremony was held in May 1990.  Family and friends filled Memorial Hall and wept as the last graduates 

received their diplomas.  After one last lunch, an honor guard played taps and the flag was lowered. 

Footnote: Robert A. Trennert, Jr. "The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935". Journal of 

Anthropological Research. Vol. 45, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 333-335. 

Bibliography: Trennert, Robert A. Jr. "The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935". Journal of 

Anthropological Research. Vol. 45, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 333-335. 

    

SourSourSourSource 15ce 15ce 15ce 15:::: Excerpts 

“It is cheaper to educate the Indians than to kill them.” Indian Commissioner Thomas Morgan from a speech dedicating Phoenix Indian 

School 

Reservation schools, suggested one agent, hampered the educational effort by leaving Indian children too close to their parents.  As soon 

as Indian children returned home, he noted, they “drop back into their old filthy ways.”  The agents also correctly surmised that Indian 

families were reluctant to send children away to distant schools where they might not be heard from for long intervals and were subject to 

deadly diseases.  The solution to these problems seemed to be in building an industrial school close enough to the reservation to appease 

parent yet distant enough to provide a break from the home environment.    

Footnote: Robert A. Trennert, Jr. "The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935". Journal of 

Anthropological Research. Vol. 45, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 333-335. 

Bibliography: Trennert, Robert A. Jr. "The Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in Arizona, 1891-1935". Journal of 

Anthropological Research. Vol. 45, No. 3 (Autumn, 1989), pp. 333-335. 


